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Dossiers and Personnel

The following lists the organization's structure and how they operate, along with details on their
personnel.

Structure

The Netrunu'marol are comprised of multiple different cells. Each cell handles a particular area of the
organization, whether it's bombings, hostage taking, or drive-by killings. In order to make it so that the
cells can't be compromised, only the cell leaders are aware of other cells in their operational area. The
members of those cells are not.

Cells only have two ranks, a Cell Leader, and a Cell Member.

Cell Leader - a person who runs the individual cell, they are responsible for ensuring that the cell
runs smoothly and that none of its members do anything that could compromise the cells integrity.
Cell <Position> - These are people whom are members of the cell; their actual Cell Name reflects
their position within the cell.
Cell Guards - A Cell Guard is someone who is an experienced member, typically their jobs are to
look for members who might be turncoats or members who might be considering 'jumping sides'

Each person is presented with a chance to prove themselves, similar to a gang initiation that some gangs
on Nesha Prime undertake, in this case the initiation involves either bombing a hospital, school, clinic, or
nursery or by going out and murdering a Daur/My'leke in their home and photographing the evidence.

The different types of cells are as followed.

Se'netra Cell

Se'netra Cells are responsible for anything that pertains to bombing buildings or people, they operate in
complete secrecy and their members are often spread across a city. Unlike the other cells, they don't
operate out of a singular building and instead move from safe house to safe house every few days. A city
usually has three of these cells. Bomb makers make their home in the Se'netra Cells.

Uino'cre Cell

Uino'cre Cells are cells whose sole responsibility is to assassination of political figures or those who might
be plotting against the organization. Uino'cre operates mostly in the underground of a city, to help keep
their numbers hidden from authorities. They operate out of safe houses, but don't move around. Hunters
typically call the Uino'cre Cells their home.
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Erog'nro

Erog'nro is a cell that's designed to be balanced between bombings and assassinations, they actual
intention however is to draw attention away from the Se'netra and Uino'cre cells by staging attacks or
bombings in areas away from where the actual act of terror is to take place. A Erog'nro cell doesn't
change safe houses at all, this is to help draw heat to them.

Erog'nro cells are comprised of Bomb Makers, Hunters, and Pilots.

Dossiers

The organization is operated by several individuals known as the 'Terror Council'. The Terror Council is a
group of four indivisuals who decide on the course of action for the organization and also send out orders
for acts of terror. The Council is lead by Dru'trokis, the current leader of the organization.

Dru'trokis

“Your jobs are to strike as much fear into the Daur and My'leke communities as much as possible, strike
at schools, hospitals, clinics, anywhere the organization congregates, it doesn't matter if a child gets
caught in the activities or not, kids are targets just like everyone else. If you find a fellow Laibe working
with the enemy, you kill them as well to send a message that we will not tolerate our own working with
the filth and the slave masters!” – Dru'trokis, Leader of the Netrunu'marol Terrorist Group. Talking to a
group of new members.

Known by his full name of Kitre'sho Dru'trokis. Dru'trokis is the leader of the Netrunu'marol, fanatical, and
hell bent on trying to make his people understand that they are the only ones that are important in the
Kingdom. His hatred of the Daur and My'leke comes from years of being groomed by his father.

He is the current leader of the organization.

Lui'yene

Known in the organization as 'Serpents Blood', he is Dru'trokis's right hand man, and also an assassin and
saboteur who enjoys cauisng harm to both the Daur and My'leke. Lui'yene Ui'awyen is one of the
organizations deadlist assassins.

Cell Positions

While a cell is made up of Cell Leaders, and Cell Guards, each member does have their own individual
positions within the organization.
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Initiates

Initiates are people who have only just joined the organization; their fanaticism hasn't yet been tested. In
order to get in fully, an initiate is sent through a rigorous series of trials to determine their capability of
performing in the group. However, initiates who can't pass the trials are executed due to having already
seen at least one safe house.

Members

A member is someone who has passed the initiation trials and is now a full member. Members are given
full access to all areas of the cell with the exception of the leadership areas. A member isn’t specialized
in any one field.

Pilots

Netrunu'marol pilots are considered fearless and fly stolen military fighters that are used to harass
shipping and trade lanes and thus are considered pirates. These pilots are not afraid to go in close and
cause as much damage as possible to an enemy, and will even take on larger ships that their craft aren't
designed for if it means taking out 'something' of importance.

These pilots are also known for being rather crazy when fleeing city guards or military vessels, and will
fly in-between buildings, down narrow streets, or even brush over vehicles and even people in an effort
to slow down their pursuers.

Bomber Makers

A bomber maker is a cell member who is responsible for creating and testing out bombs to be used in
acts of terror. The bombs created by these makers can either by small, or large, and also must know how
to plant these bombs and where the bombs would create the most devastating amount of destruction.

Hunter

Hunters are the names of cell members that deal in assassination of political or influential figures.
Hunters don't care who they have to kill, be it a child or an adult, or even a pet. Hunters will kill their
assigned targets with impunity.
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